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To better understand the implications of ridge axis morphology for the thermal and mechanical stmc- 
ture of accreting plate boundaries, we examine mechanisms for the creation of stress-supported axial to- 
pography and its dependence on parameters such as spreading rate, asthenosphere viscosity, and plate 
thickness near the ridge axis. Three basic mechanisms are considered: (1) asthenospheric upwelling in 
a narrow, steady-state conduit beneath a ridge axis; (2) mantle flow stresses due to plate spreading, 
extending ridge axis lithosphere, or melt segregation and associated mantle compaction; and (3) 
topography supported by moments due to horizontal extensional stresses in a thickening lithosphere. If 
mid-ocean ridge topography is due to asthenosphere rising in a narrow conduit at the ridge axis, then 
the conduit structure cannot be thermally controlled, as the associated thermal structure has relatively 
broad, flat isotherms instead of a conduitlike shape. Mantle flow associated with plate spreading alone 
induces no stress-supported topography. Thus the intuitive notion that diverging flow at the ridge axis 
due solely to plate spreading produces the axial valley is incorrect. Vertical mantle flow at the base of 
a stretching, accreting lithosphere and mantle flow associated with melt segregation can, however, lead 
to stress-supported axial topography. However, for these mantle flow related processes to produce sig- 
nificant amounts of axial relief, the mantle viscosity beneath the ridge axis must be on the order of 
1020 Pa s (1021 P (poise)), significantly higher than generally accepted values of 1018 Pa s (1019 P). 
Horizontal extensional stresses in a strong, brittle lithosphere that thickens with distance from the 
ridge axis can produce axial topography of the form and amplitude observed on slow spreading ridges. 
A continuum idealization of deformation due to faulting is used to examine this mechanism. This model 
predicts the axial valley width is controlled by the plate thickness near the ridge axis. An 8-km-thick 
plate near the ridge axis would produce the 30-km-wide axial valley observed at slow spreading ridges. 
An increased lithosphere thickness of only several kilometers over the half-width of the axial valley 
can produce kilometer-scale relief. To examine whether a plate 8-10 km thick at the ridge axis that 
thickens by several kilometers within 15 km of the axis is plausible at a slow spreading ridge, thermal 
models that include both the heat of magmatic crustal accretion on the ridge axis and upwelling mantle 
flow beneath the axis are formulated. Hydrothermal cooling that increases the effective conductivity by 
about a factor of 10 is required for an 8-km-thick plate to exist at a slow spreading ridge axis. 
However, even with this enhanced hydrothermal cooling, the plate thickness at a fast spreading ridge 
axis and the resulting horizontal force in the plate are too small to result in appreciable topography. 
While mid-ocean ridge axial topography is strongly influenced by spreading rate, other factors also 
shape axial structure. For example, the anomalously shallow slow spreading Reykjanes Ridge has an 
axial structure more like that of a fast spreading ridge, and the anomalously deep intermediate spreading 
Australian-Antarctic Discordance has a median valley axial structure typical of a slower spreading ridge. 
In addition, within a given spreading segment there is often a systematic deepening of the ridge axis 
toward transform offsets. These non-spreading-rate-dependent axial topographic variations may be 
produced by variations in magmatic heat input associated with crustal emplacement which shapes the 
thermal structure and lithosphere thickness near the ridge axis. 

INTRODUCHON 

The well known difference in the axial topography of 
slow and fast spreading mid-ocean ridges is shown in Figure 
1 by typical topographic profiles across the axes of slow, 
medium, and fast spreading ridges. The characteristic 1-kin- 
deep axial valley and flanking crestal mountains that form at 
slow spreading rates do not exist at faster spreading rates, 
where instead relatively low relief axial topography is ob- 
served. Although this spreading rate dependence of ridge 
axis morphology is widely recognized, there still are no 
conclusive explanations of why an axial valley exists at 
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slow spreading rates but vanishes at faster spreading rates. 
Since seafloor bathymetry is the most frequently acquired 
and widely available geophysical data, it is also important 
to understand the possible implications of ridge axis topog- 
raphy for the thermal and mechanical structure of accreting 
plate boundaries. 

In the few areas where data of sufficient quality and 
resolution have been obtained, gravity anomalies provide an 
important observational constraint on the origin of the ax- 
ial valley and particularly the possible role of crustal thick- 
ness variations in producing the axial valley topography. 
Gravity data for a segment along the Mid-Atlantic Ridge 
from about 13 ø to 15øN has been reported by Collette et al. 
[1980]. The amplitude of the observed gravity anomaly 
shows that the ridge axis topography cannot be isostatically 
compensated at a depth as shallow as 6-8 km and so cannot 
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Fig. 1. Axial topography along profiles perpendicular to typical slow (5-25 mm/yr), intermediate (25-45 mm/yr), and 
fast (>45 mm/yr) spreading ridge axes from Macdonald [1982]. A 1- to 2-km-deep, 30-kin-wide axial valley with flanking 
crestal highs is present at slow spreading ridges. At faster spreading rates the axial topography is much more subdued. The 
symbols V and PB on the profiles delineate the width of the region of active volcanism along the spreading center and the 
boundaries of the region of active faulting, respectively. EPR is East Pacific Rise; and MAR, Mid-Atlantic Ridge. The 
profiles have a vertical exaggeration (VE) of 4. 

be explained by crustal thickness variations [Collette et al., 
1980; Parmentier and Forsyth, 1985]. Furthermore, seismic 
refraction studies along the Mid-Atlantic Ridge [Purdy and 
Detrick, 1986; Louden et al., 1987] do not show abnormally 
thin crust beneath the axial valley. Thus, both gravity and 
seismic refraction studies indicate that the crust within the 

axial valley is essentially the same thickness as that of 
older seafloor. Therefore, the axial valley must be a dynam- 
ically maintained, stress-supported topographic feature. 

In this paper we examine simple models for the origin of 
ridge axis topography. While a number of previous models 
have been presented, these models do not generally provide 
a clear indication of the origin of vertical forces responsible 
for the large-amplitude topography at slow spreading ridge 
axes. To provide a framework and motivation for our dis- 
cussion of simple models, we begin by reviewing previous 
models for slow spreading ridge structure. 

PREVIOUS MODEI3 FOR AN AXIAL VAT J.FY 

Sleep [1969] and Lachenbruch [1973, 1976] have sug- 
gested that the structure of a slow spreading ridge axis con- 
sists of a vertical conduit through which asthenosphere rises 
to form a thick plate near the ridge axis. This is presently 
the only model which explicitly addresses the origin of ver- 
tical forces producing the axial valley morphology. In this 
model, the viscous pressure drop associated with vertical 
flow in the conduit creates the axial valley depression. 
Vertical forces resulting from shear stresses on the conduit 
walls support the elevated flanking crestal mountains. The 
principal difficulty of the steady-state conduit model is to 
explain the existence of a conduit in terms of thermal struc- 
ture and reasonable rheological behavior. Specifically, if 
the lithosphere forms by conductive cooling and the 
strength or viscosity of mantle rock is primarily a function 
of temperature, then a conduit of the type envisioned by 
these studies should not form. This is shown by the exam- 
ple in Figure 2. The methods used to obtain this result will 
be discussed late r . In this example, the plate thickness is 

prescribed so that the horizontally moving plate thickens 
rapidly with distance from the ridge axis, forming a conduit 
at the axis with a width that is comparable to the width of 
an axial valley. Flow in a mantle half-space of uniform 
viscosity occurs due to both the horizontal motion and ac- 
cretion of the plate. The steady-state thermal structure 
based on these velocities is shown by isotherms at specified 
fractions of the deep mantle temperature T,n. The shape of 
the bottom of the plate clearly differs greatly from that of 
the isotherms. While the localized upwelling at a ridge axis 
due to the presence of a conduit transports heat into the re- 
gion beneath the ridge axis, cooling within the rigid plate 
is due primarily to vertical heat conduction, resulting in the 
shallow, genfiy sloping isotherms shown in Figure 2. The 
release of latent heat beneath the ridge axis would raise the 
temperature and elevate isotherms to shallower depths. The 
isotherms would, however, maintain their gently sloping 
character since this is controlled by vertical heat conduc- 
tion. The above results indicate that no conduit would be 

present if the viscosity of mantle rock depends primarily on 
temperature. 

It has frequently been suggested that a conduit could form 
due to a weakening effect of partial melt or water. However, 
studies of magma migration suggest that even small amounts 
of melt forming a connected network can rapidly migrate 
out of a solid matrix. Studies of the strength of olivine 
containing basalt melt [of. Cooper and Kohlstedt, 1986] 
suggest that the principal effect of small amounts of melt 
will be to enhance deformation related to grain boundary 
diffusion. For deformation that occurs by a combination of 
dislocation creep and grain ,boundary diffusion, the presence 
of a few percent melt enhances the deformation rate only by 
a factor of 2-5 [Cooper and Kohlstedt, 1986]. A recent 
study [Karato, 1986] suggests that the presence of a small 
amount of melt may actually strengthen partially molten 
rock because water, which weakens mineral grains, is parti- 
tioned into the melt. Therefore while the effect of partial 
melting on the strength of rock is not fully resolved, our 
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Fig. 2. Thermal and mechanical structure of a slow spreading mid- 
ocean ridge with a prescribed conduitlike mechanical structure. The 
lithosphere (dot shaded) moves horizontally and thickens rapidly 
near the ridge axis forming a conduit. Streamlines show viscous flow 
beneath the plate due to plate motion and accretion assuming the 
mantle is a uniform viscosity half-space. The thermal structure 
corresponding to this velocity field is shown by isotherms at 
specified fractions of the deep mantle temperature T m. The bottom of 
the lithosphere clearly does not correspond to an isotherm, thus a 
steady-state ridge axis conduit cannot be present if the strength or 
viscosity is solely a function of temperature. 

current understanding indicates that small amounts of partial 
melt will not reduce the strength by the several orders of 
magnitude that would be needed to form a ridge axis conduit. 

Compositional change resulting from melt extraction will 
raise the solidus temperature and therefore the viscosity of 
the residual mantle rock. The viscosity due to thermally ac- 
tivated creep is proportional to exp(ATm/T ) where A ~ 40 
and T m is the melting temperature [e.g., Brace and 
Kohlstedt, 1980]. Thus, if melting increases T m by 100øC 
as suggested from petrologic studies, this would increase the 
viscosity by approximately two orders of magnitude. While 
this effect has not been previously considered, it is poten- 
tially important and could result in the formation of the 
strong lithosphere forming conduit walls [cf. Lachenbruch, 
1973]. Alternatively, if the composition changes affect the 
solid fraction of conduit manfie and the presence of melt 
does not significantly reduce the viscosity, this effect could 
actually increase the viscosity of material in the conduit. 

It is also important to question whether a conduitlike 
thermal structure may result from hydrothermal cooling. 
This question will be explored in more detail later, but hy- 
drothermal cooling that is simply described by an enhanced 
thermal diffusivity will produce even flatter isotherms in the 
mantle beneath the ridge axis. The simple example in Fig- 
ure 2 does not prove that a steady-state conduit cannot exist, 
but shows that special assumptions about mantle theology 
or hydrothermal cooling are required. 

Tapponier and Francheteau [1978] first suggested steady- 
state necking as a conceptual model for slow spreading ridge 
axes. Their model consists of two parts: first, that exten- 
sion of the plate creates a seafloor depression at the ridge 
axis and, second, that this depression is regionally compen- 

sated by elastic flexure of the lithosphere producing the 
flanking uplift of the crestal mountains. This is essentially 
the Vening Meinesz [1950] model for rifts. In its applica- 
tion to mid-ocean ridges, the model does not explain the 
amplitude and width of the ridge axis depression in terms of 
other physical variables, such as extension rate and plate 
thickness. Furthermore, a variety of evidence suggests that 
the lithosphere deforms by faulting near the ridge axis. 
Studies of seafloor structure [Macdonald and Luyendyk, 
1977; Macdonald and Atwater, 1978; Laughton and Searle, 
1979; Macdonald, 1982] have concluded that axial valley 
relief is a consequence of faulting. Studies along the Mid- 
Atlantic Ridge south of the Kane fracture zone [Toomey et 
al., 1985] show that seismicity extends to depths of about 8 
km and that microearthquakes occur beneath both the axial 
valley floor and the crestal mountains. Deformation due to 
faulting is not well described by simple elastic flexure. 

The numerical models of Sleep and RosendaM [1979] were 
the first to include the effects of a viscoplastic plate and 
quantitatively predict the formation of an axial valley. 
However, the geologiclike complexity of the assumed 
thermal and theological structure combined with limited 
numerical resolution does not permit a simple understanding 
of the mechanism(s) causing the calculated axial valley 
morphology. 

Our approach has been to examine simple models which 
isolate potentially important physical mechanisms causing 
seafloor topography near a ridge axis. We will show that 
horizontal extensional stresses in a strong continuously de- 
forming plate near the ridge axis can produce an axial val- 
ley-like ridge axis morphology. Stresses due to mantle flow 
and melt segregation beneath an extending plate can produce 
a similar morphology, but a mantle viscosity significantly 
higher than generally accepted values would be required to 
explain the observed axial valley relief. 

TOPOGRAPHY DUE TO MANTLE FLOW STRESSES 

If lithospheric stretching is occurring near the ridge axis, 
then either vertical mantle flow or magma intrusion into the 
stretching lithosphere is required to balance lithospheric 
thinning due to stretching and thus maintain a steady-state 
lithosphere thickness distribution. Vertical manfie flow at 
the base of a stretching and accreting lithosphere is capable 
of producing stresses that can support ridge axis topography 
[Phipps Morgan and Parmentier, 1984]. However, in the 
following analysis we will show that mantle flow can create 
a significant axial valley depression only if mantle viscosi- 
ties beneath the ridge axis are at least two orders of magni- 
tude larger (1020 Pa s or 1021 P) than commonly accepted 
values (1018 Pa s or 1019 P). Mantle flow will be induced 
by both vertical and horizontal motion at the bottom of the 
lithosphere and by melt segregation. We will first consider 
mantle flow induced by motion at the bottom of the litho- 
sphere and discuss the effects of melt segregation on mantle 
flow in the following section. 

Consider flow in a mantle half-space of uniform viscosity 
beneath a planar, horizontal lithosphere-asthenosphere 
boundary. Flow in the half-space induced •'Oy vertical and 
horizontal flow along the top, z=0, can be represented as a 
superposition of Fourier harmonics in the horizontal x 
coordinate. For each Fourier component of horizontal or 
vertical velocity on the top of the mantle half-space, u or w 
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Fig. 3. Axial topography due to vertical mantle flow at the base of extending lithosphere. (Top) Model in which 
extending lithosphere thickens slowly with distance from the ridge axis. The thickness variation shown is exaggerated for 
clarity. (Middle) Vertical mantle flow w across the approximately planar base of the lithosphere (dashed line) can be found 
by considering flow into the base of a stretching column of lithosphere with horizontal velocity u(x) that is needed for 
steaidy-state material conservation. The assumed error function plate spreading distribution, corresponding to a Gaussian 
upwelling distribution, produces the axial topography shown. (Bottom). Here •5 is the topography, •t is the mantle 
viscosity, U is the half-spreading rate, H is the plate thickness in the stretching region, L is the half-width of the 
stretching region, Ap = Pm-Pw is the difference between mantle and water densities, and g is the acceleration of gravity. 

respectively, the induced normal and shear stresses on the 
top of the half-space are •Yxz = -2•tku and •Yzz = -21.tkw, where 
k is the wavenumber. The stresses resulting from any pre- 
scribed distribution of horizontal or vertical velocity can be 
obtained by the superposition of Fourier components. Thus 
any horizontal distribution of velocity (w=0) on the top of 
the mantle half-space will produce flow-induced shear 
stresses at the bottom of the lithosphere but no vertical 
normal stresses that can support seafloor topography. This 
simple result contradicts the intuition that the diverging 
flow due to plate spreading will produce an axial valley hole 
at the ridge axis [cf. Nelson, 1981]. 

For a lithosphere-asthenosphere boundary that is nearly 
but not exactly pl •anar, mantle flow into a stretching steady- 
state lithosphere can be approximated as shown in Figure 3. 
The net upwar d flow is simply the difference in the horizon- 
tal flow entering and leaving a thin vertical slice of height 
H, so w I z=0 = HOu/Ox, where H is the lithosphere thickness 
outside the axial region of stretching and accretion. With a 
prescribed spreading velocity u=Uerf(x/L), the calculated 
normal-stress-supported topography is shown in Figure 3. 
Stresses resulting from the prescribed vertical velocity were 
calculated using a standard fast Fourier transform (FFT) algo- 
rithm with 256 uniformly distributed points. For a mantle 

viscosity [x=1021 P (1020 Pa s), an axial valley half-width 
L=15 kin, a ridge axis lithosphere thickness H=8 km, and a 
half spreading rate U=20 mm/yr (20 km/m.y.), this mecha- 
nism predicts a 1-kin-deep stress-supported axial valley. 
Smaller mantle viscosity, smaller lithospheric thickness 
near the ridge axis, and smaller amounts of lithospheric 
stretching would all reduce the amplitude of the topography. 
Note that in calculating the seafloor topography, mantle 
flow induced normal stresses are assumed to be supported 
only by buoyancy forces arising from topography at the 
crust-water boundary with no contribution from the strength 
of the lithosphere. This will overestimate the topography if 
some of the vertical force at the bottom of the plate is sup- 
ported by stresses within the plate. 

To consider lithosphere thickness variations in the more 
general case of a highly nonplanar lithosphere-astheno- 
sphere boundary and to assess the accuracy of the above ap- 
proximation of a nearly planar boundary, boundary element 
solutions for the mantle flow induced normal stress distribu- 

tion were obtained for the several plate thickness distribu- 
tions shown in Figures 4a-4d. For this problem, the bound- 
ary element method (BEM) has two basic advantages over 
other methods: (1) for arbitrarily shaped two-dimensional 
regions it is a simpler task to discretize a one-dimensional 
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Fig. 4. Mantle flow and axial topography for several prescribed distributions of lithosphere (dot shaded) thickness and 
horizontal extension rate. Spreading velocity distribution and corresponding topography are shown at the top of each 
figure. Streamlines of the mantle flow are shown at the bottom of each figure. Symbols and notation are the same as in 
Figure 3. (a) Constant thickness lithosphere that is emplaced entirely at the ridge axis and spreads with a uniform 
velocity. (b) Constant thickness, stretching and accreting lithosphere equivalent to the model of Figure 3. (c) Slowly 
thickening stretching and accreting lithosphere. (d)Ridge axis conduit with corresponding thermal structure shown in 
Figure 2. 
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boundary than the whole two-dimensional region, and (2) 
there are no numerical complications needed to enforce the 
incompressibility condition. The B EM is an extremely con- 
venient technique for solving problems in a piecewise ho- 
mogeneous medium where an exact Green's function solution 
is known. In the BEM, this singular solution is integrated 
to find the solution for a particular Green's function 
distribution over a line segment; for example a constant, 
linear, or quadratic distribution could be employed. The 
boundary is discretized into a f'mite number of boundary line 
segments or elements, and influence coefficients are calcu- 
lated that relate the contribution to the stresses and veloci- 

ties on one element from given stresses or velocities acting 
along another element. In the present application of the 
B EM, each boundary element is a line segment with a uni- 
form distribution of normal and tangential force acting 
along it. This results in unknown normal and tangential 
force magnitudes for each element. The velocity or stress 
distribution along the boundary is prescribed, and with ve- 
locities evaluated at the center of each element, the distribu- 
tion of boundary forces which will produce this prescribed 
boundary velocity and stress distribution at each element 
midpoint is calculated by solving a linear system of equa- 
tions for the unknown magnitudes of the boundary force dis- 
tribution for each boundary element. The known boundary 
force distribution can then be used to calculate the stresses 

or velocities at any point within the region. 
The program (TWOFS) used in the present study is de- 

scribed by Crouch and Starfield [1983], who also present a 
more complete development of the BEM. The following 
boundary conditions are prescribed. (1) Along the litho- 
sphere-asthenosphere boundary, velocities are set to the 
horizontal plate velocity u(x) and vertical velocity due to 
stretching w(x)= H(x)3u/3x. (2) Along the ridge axis (x=0) 
a symmetry condition is assumed (u=0, Xxz=O). Computa- 
tionally, elements on the right-hand side of the ridge axis 
which mirror those on the left-hand side of the ridge axis are 
constructed. Because of this symmetry only unknowns for 
the right-hand side of the ridge axis need be computed, and 
no boundary elements are needed on the vertical boundary 
directly beneath the axis. (3) Along the bottom of the box, 
stress-free boundaries are assumed. (4) At the right-hand 
side of the box (x=L) the horizontal and vertical velocities 
are prescribed as the solution for a planar half-space with a 
uniform horizontal velocity along the top which is at a 
depth H(L). At least 50 elements along the top and 40 ele- 
ments along the fight side and bottom were used. Boundary 
element solutions will be least accurate near the boundaries 

of the region, where the assumed discontinuous force distri- 
bution is an imperfect approximation to continuous velocity 
or stress boundary conditions. However, according to Saint 
Venant's principle, solutions will become increasingly accu- 
rate away from the boundaries of the region. From the 
agreement between boundary element and semi-analytical 
FFT solutions for the planar half-space problem (Figures 3 
and 4b), stresses at the element midpoints along the litho- 
sphere-asthenosphere boundary are expected to be accurate to 
better than 5% for all the lithosphere thickness distributions 
shown in Figure 4. 

Figure 4c shows the mantle flow and associated axial to- 
pography due to stretching and accretion of a variable 
thickness lithosphere. This is almost identical with the ear- 
lier result of Figure 3 which assumes a nearly planar litho- 

sphere-asthenosphere boundary. To compare the two results, 
an average lithosphere thickness in the stretching region 
H*= lw(x)H(x)a/lw(x)a defined. The calculated ridge 
axis topography for a slowly varying thickness H=H(x) and 
w=HOu/Ox in Figure 4c is almost identical in both form and 
amplitude to that calculated with a constant lithosphere 
thickness H=H* and w=H*Bu/•x (Figure 3 or 4b). 

The component of mantle deformation that produces axial 
valley-like topography can be seen in the mantle stream- 
lines of Figure 4. The streamlines beneath the ridge axis 
converge as they near the base of the lithosphere, indicating 
a vertical stretching of the mantle beneath the ridge axis. 
The corresponding tensional vertical deviatoric normal 
stress supports the axial valley depression. 

For large variations in lithosphere thickness near the 
ridge axis, as in the case of a ridge axis conduit, the 
approximations of a nearly planar lithosphere-asthenosphere 
boundary break down. Boundary element solutions can still 
be obtained for these cases. The example in Figure 4d shows 
that the presence of a conduit localizing upward mantle flow 
at the ridge axis greatly increases the predicted ridge axis 
topography. The increase over that in Figure 4c is by about 
a factor of 10 for this particular lithosphere thickness dis- 
tribution. 

TOPOG•HY DUE TO 1VIELT SF_.I3REGATION 

The steady state segregation of melt fi'om mantle matrix 
and the resulting matrix compaction due to the loss of melt 
volume will create an effective volume sink within the man- 

tle. The mantle flow to fill in this mass deficit in the segre- 
gating and compacting region can produce axial topography. 
Melt segregation and associated mantle compaction is ideal- 
ized as occurring at a single line sink beneath the ridge 
axis. The line sink may be regarded as a small compacting 
region of cylindrical cross section. A more realistic segre- 
gating and compacting region can be constructed by super- 
imposing •these line sink solutions. The normal-stress-sup- 
ported topography due to a line sink at a depth D beneath 
the surface of a viscous halfspace, in this case the crust- 
mantle boundary at the ridge axis, can be found by adding a 
line sink solution at a depth D below the surface to an im- 
age sink a distance D above the surface. The resulting nor- 
mal-stress-supported topography is shown in Figure 5. For 
a melt removal rate equal to the crustal production rate 2UH 
at the ridge axis, where H is the crustal thickness and U is 
the half-spreading rate, the maximum axial valley depression 
is approximately gUH/ApgD 2, where Ap -- Prn-Pw, }x is the 
viscosity of the mantle matrix, g is the acceleration of 
gravity, and D is the depth to the segregating region. 

This solution, which is formed by superimposing two line 
sinks [cf. Batchelor, 1967, p. 89], produces the correct 
normal stress but satisfies a shear stress-free boundary con- 
dition instead of a no horizontal velocity boundary con- 
dition at the surface of the half-space. To solve for the con- 
tribution to mantle flow from melt segregation beneath a 
spreading center, a complementary solution to cancel the 
horizontal flow generated at the crust-mantle boundary by 
the two line sink solution must be added to this solution. 

This complementary solution can be obtained by the com- 
plex-variable techniques developed, for example, by 
Muskhelishvili [1953, p. 584]. Since it involves only hor- 
izontal flow at the surface of the half-space, this comple- 
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Fig. 5. (Top) Axial topography due to mantle flow into a small 
cylindrical region (line sink) of melt segregation. Here •5 is the 
topography, I• is the mantle viscosity, U is the half-spreading rate, H 
is the crustal thickness, L is the depth to the segregating region, 
and Ap=pm-Pw. More complicated and realistic distributions of melt 
segregation could be constructed by superimposing line sink 
solutions. (Bottom) Streamlines of mantle flow due to plate 
spreading and melt segregation with associated mantle matrix com- 
paction. Analytical solution for manfie flow due to line sink melt 
segregation is given in text. Note, by comparing with Figure 4a, 
that melt segregation localizes upwelling beneath the ridge axis. 

mentary solution does not contribute to the surface normal 
stress. The mantle flow due to melt segregation in a line 
sink beneath a spreading center is found by adding the two 
line sink and complementary solutions 

u+iw=•{2t.Z 2 + +Z2 + •'2 +iz[z2 + 
m 1 x x 

+ •'{•X 2 + (Z-Zl) = + X2 + (Z+Zl) 2] 
•{X Z- Z l Z +Z l + 2 + (z-z)2 + + } 

where u and w are velocities in the x (horizontal) and z 
(vertical) directions, respectively, and rn is the melt 
segregation rate into a line sink a depth z I beneath the 
surface of the half-space or crust-mantle boundary. The 
complex variables •=x+iz and •= x-iz, where x is the real 
and z is the imaginary part of the complex variable, have 
been used to concisely express the solution. 

The normal stress-supported axial topography produced by 
melt compaction may be substantial if melt removal occurs 
at shallow depth beneath the ridge axis and if ridge axis as- 
thenosphere viscosities are on the order of 1020 Pa s (1021 
P). Since, as shown in Figure 5, the depth to the segregat- 
ing region is the half width of the resulting topographic 
feature, melt removal occurring in a cylindrical region cen- 

tered 15 km beneath the crust-mantle boundary would pro- 
duce a 30-km-wide axial valley. For a mantle viscosity of 
1020 Pa s, a 1-kin-deep axial valley will result from an 
along-axis crustal production rate rn = 2UH = 230 m2/yr 
corresponding to U = 20 mm/yr and H = 6 km. Melt segre- 
gation occurring at greater depths will produce a broader and 
shallower axial valley for otherwise identical model parame- 
ters. For a similar mantle viscosity, depth of melt segrega- 
tion, and crustal thickness, ridge axis topography associated 
with melt segregation should be greater on faster spreading 
ridges. If crustal thickness and mantle viscosity are 
approximately the same on fast and slow spreading ridges, a 
larger-amplitude topography at slower spreading rates could 
be explained by shallower or more localized melt segrega- 
tion. However, melt segregation can contribute signifi- 
cantly to axial topography only if there is a strong 
localization of melt segregation and the asthenosphere is 
more viscous (1020 Pa s) than it is usually thought to be 
(1018 Pa s). Streamlines in Figure 5 show the flow in a 
mantle half-space due to melt segregation in a small cylin- 
drical region 30 km beneath the crust-mantle boundary com- 
bined with flow due to plate spreading. The plate spreading 
flow is described by vertical and horizontal velocities u= 

1 2 2 2 2 2U[tan- (x/z)-xz/(x +z )]/n and w=-2Uz /[n(x2+z )], respec- 
tively, with streamlines shown in Figure 4a. Note that flow 
induced by melt segregation and associated mantle com- 
paction tends to localize the region of mantle upwelling be- 
neath the ridge axis as shown by comparing the streamlines 
in Figure 5 with those in Figure 4a. 

RtDGE AXiS TOPOGIUa•e DUE TO PIATE EXTENSIONAL STRESSES 

Ridge axis topography can also be produced by horizontal 
extensional stresses in a strong plate that thickens with 
distance from a ridge axis [Parmentier et al., 1985; Lin and 
Parmentier, 1986; Parmentier, 1987]. A perfectly plastic 
material is considered as a continuum description of 
deformation due to slip on many closely spaced faults. The 
strength of the plate in this case arises from the frictional 
resistance to slip on the faults. Simple models to examine 
the form and amplitude of ridge axis topography will con- 
sider a prescribed plate thickness variation. With the bot- 
tom of the strong plate defined by a prescribed temperature, 
the plate thickness variation will be controlled by thicken- 
ing of the plate due to cooling away from the ridge axis and 
by localized thinning of the plate near the ridge axis due to 
plate extension. As discussed later, plate extension of the 
magnitude inferred from seafloor faulting and seismic mo- 
ment release will make a smaller contribution than cooling 
to plate thickening away from the axis. Thermal models to 
examine plate thickness variation are described in a later 
section. 

The mechanism producing topography as a variable thick- 
ness plate extends can be understood qualitatively from Fig- 
ure 6a. Because the plate thickness varies, the horizontal 
force F within the plate acts at different depths on the two 
vertical sides of a material column, thus creating a moment 
M. This moment, distributed horizontally over the region 
where the thickness varies, bends the plate. The vertical 
force due to the resulting seafloor topography must balance 
the applied moment and thus has the form shown: a central 
depression with flanking uplifts. Since there is no net ver- 
tical force acting on the plate, only moments, the topogra- 
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(a) 

(b) O(x) O(x) 

- dh 

Oxz- Oxx d-• 
Fig. 6. (a) Force (F) and moment (M) distribution can produce axial topography by flexural deformation of a strong 
viscous or plastic plate of variable thickness that is being pulled apart by external forces. Plate thickness variations result 
in changes in depth of the horizontal force, thus creating moments within the plate that must be balanced by moments due 
to topographic forces resulting from flexural deformation. (b) For a strong plate with slowly varying thickness, stresses 
due to changes in plate thickness can be represented by an effective shear stress (•xz acting on the base of the plate. 
Consider the horizontal force balance on the darkly shaded triangular material element: the horizontal force Oxx dh acting 
on the vertical side of this triangle must be balanced by the force (•xz dx acting along the horizontal side. Because the 
mantle is assumed to be a very weak fluid, no horizontal forces act on the hypotenuse of the triangle. This force balance 
shows that the induced shear stress (•xz is given by the product of the mean tensile stress (•xx and the rate of change in 
plate thickness i•h/i•x. The shear stress Oxz produces internal deformation shown by the schematic streamline. See text for 
further discussion. 

phy averaged across the ridge axis must vanish. Deforma- 
tion of the plate in response to the applied moments could 
be approximated as flexure of a viscous or plastic plate. 
However, since the half width of an axial valley is not large 
compared to the plate thickness, a more accurate description 
of the topography can be obtained by considering two di- 
mensional deformation or flow within the plate rather than 
flexural approximations. 

As shown in Figure 6b, consider a strong plate of per- 
fectly plastic material that rests on a very weak fluid mantle 
substrate. The presence of a horizontal applied stress C•xx 
that causes extension of the plate results in an induced shear 
stress C•xz that is required to maintain equilibrium of the 
small, darkly shaded material element at the bottom of the 
layer. This induced shear stress causes flow within the layer 
which is superimposed on the flow due to horizontal exten- 
sion and which results in a central depression and flanking 
uplifts. When the plastic plate is kept at yield by the ap- 
plied stress C•xx, stresses due to gravitational attraction on 
the topography at the top surface of the layer also cause 
flow which opposes that of the induced shear stress. For a 
prescribed plate thickness variation h(x), the equilibrium to- 
pography will be that for which the vertical velocity at the 
upper surface vanishes. 

Flow within the plate is described by the equilibrium 
equations and the incompressibility condition. To obtain 
analytical solutions, the thickness variation h(x) is assumed 

to be small compared to the plate thickness so that the in- 
duced shear stress can be applied at the bottom of a layer of 
uniform thickness H. This approximation has been fre- 
quently applied in theoretical studies of folding and boudi- 
nage. The strength of the plate and therefore C•xx is also as- 
sumed to be independent of depth within the plate. The 
boundary conditions at the bottom of the layer (z=H) are 
(Sxz=(Sxx •h/•x and (Szz=0, and the boundary conditions at the 
top of the layer (z=0) are (Sxz=(Sxx•J/•x, (Szz=Apg•J, and 
w=•(u•J)/•x. The last equation states that the surface z=•J(x) 
is a particle path with material at the top of the plate mov- 
ing along this surface. The perturbation flow due to the 
shear stress {Jxz at tl•.•:: bottom of the layer can be repre- 
sented as a superposition of Fourier harmonics in the x di- 
rection. The velocity distribution associated with any hori- 
zontal wavenumber is given by solution of equations (10) 
and (11) of Zuber and Parrnentier [1986]. 

Figure 7 shows the topography resulting from a prescribed 
plate thickness variation of the form h exp[-(x/L) 2] where 
the width of the plate thickness variation L = 0.5H, H, and 
2H. The surface topography and velocity distribution within 
the layer which satisfies the above boundary conditions were 
calculated using a standard FFT algorithm with 256 points 
uniformly distributed over the length of the examples 
shown. The amplitude of the relief is proportional to the 
magnitude of the layer thickness variation, h, and depends 
on a single dimensionless parameter S=(Sxx/ApgH, where is 
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Fig. 7. Axial topography due to defomaation resulting from horizontal extensional stresses in a lithosphere that thick- 
ens with distance from a ridge axis. The prescribed thickness variation is shown at the bottom of each figure and the 
resulting topography along the top. All cases consider a perfectly plastic lithosphere with the same value of the strength 
parameter S defined in the text. Different lithosphere thickness variations are considered by varying the half-width of the 
thickening region L =0.5H, H, and 2H. 

the mean horizontal applied stress, Ap = P,n- Pw, g is the 
acceleration of gravity, and H is the lithosphere thickness 
near the ridge axis. Similar results for a range of S values 
shows that the amplitude of the relief is approximately pro- 
portional to S and inversely proportional to L. If the width 
of the plate thickness variation is comparable to or smaller 
than the plate thickness, the predicted width of the axial 
valley, measured from flanking high to flanking high, is 3- 
4 times the plate thickness. A wider plate thickness varia- 
tion produces a broader axial valley, but the predicted width 
of the axial valley is not less than about four plate thick- 
nesses. With a brittle plate thickness of about 8 kin, as in- 
ferred from the depth of microseismicity on the axis of the 
Mid-Atlantic Ridge south of the Kane fracture zone [Toomey 
et al., 1985], the predicted flank to flank width of the axial 
valley would be about 30 kin, which agrees well with the 
observed axial valley width along this segment of the ridge. 

Frictional sliding on faults will result in a yield stress 
that increases linearly with depth [cf. Brace and Kohlstedt, 
1980]. For faults containing hydrostatic water pressure and 
on which frictional sliding occurs with a laboratory-mea- 
sured friction coefficient of 0.85 [Byerlee, 1978], the depth- 
averaged value of Oxx is S=0.4. The absence of water pres- 
sure results in the larger value S=0.7. For S=0.4 results like 
those in Figure 7 predict seafloor topography with a relief 
of about 30% of the plate thickness variation. Therefore a 
plate thickness variation less than about 3 km is sufficient 

to produce the 1 km of seafloor relief typically observed on 
slow spreading ridge axes. 

RIDGE AXIS THERMAL MODELS 

As an extending plate thickens with distance from the 
ridge axis, the dynamic consequences of the thickening of 
the deforming plate may create or at least contribute signifi- 
cantly to the axial morphology of slow spreading ridges. It 
is important to emphasize that the total amount of exten- 
sion that accumulates in a thin vertical section of plate as it 
moves through the axial valley is relatively small. Based 
on observed distributions and heights of fault scarps, Mac- 
donald and Luyendyk [1977] and Macdonald and Atwater 
[1978] estimate only 10-20% extension. Similarly, the av- 
erage seismic mo•aent release along slow spreading ridges, 
as reported by Solomon et al. [1986], can be interpreted to 
indicate that only 5-10% of the total spreading velocity is 
due to seismic fault slip. As seen at the seafloor, most of 
the plate spreading velocity develops within a 1- to 2-kin- 
wide neovolcanic zone at the ridge axis where spreading is 
accommodated by dike intrusion. The spreading velocity 
increases only slightly away from the axis due to horizontal 
extension of the lithosphere. While the amplitude of the 
topography depends on the magnitude of plate thickness 
variation near the ridge axis, the plate thickness variation 
cannot be solely a result of plate extension. Extension will 
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tend to thin the plate, but if the above estimates of exten- 
sion are correct, this effect must be relatively small. If the 
bottom of the strong, brittle plate is defined by a prescribed 
temperature, the thermal structure due to mantle flow beneath 
the ridge axis and crustal accretion on the axis will control 
the plate thickness variation. 

A number of ridge thermal models have been presented in 
which the thermal structure for a prescribed velocity field 
was determined [e.g. Sleep, 1969, 1975; Kuznir, 1980; Reid 
and Jackson, 1981]. The models of Sleep [1969, 1975] as- 
sume purely horizontal velocities equal to the half spreading 
rate and include heat resulting from the solidification and 
cooling of magmatically emplaced crust on the ridge axis. 
Reid and Jackson [1981] calculated the temperature distribu- 
tion for mantle flow due to plate spreading on a uniform 
viscosity half-space as shown in Figure 4a. This model thus 
includes the effect of vertical mantle flow beneath the ridge 
axis but ignores the heat resulting from crustal emplacement 
on the ridge axis. Since both effects are likely to be 
important, the two models have simply been combined. The 
velocity field considered is shown by the streamlines in 
Figure 8a. Crust emplaced on the ridge axis moves horizon- 
tally at the half spreading rate, and underlying mantle flows 
like a uniform viscosity half-space beneath the spreading 
crust. Heat associated with solidification and cooling of 
crust on the axis is treated as a concentrated axial heat 

source distributed over the thickness of the crust, in a man- 

ner analogous to that of Sleep [1975]. The crustal thickness 
(6 km) and deep mantle temperature (1200øC) are prescribed. 
The temperature of magmatically emplaced material is taken 
to be greater than the deep mantle temperature by an amount 
(320øC) representing the heat of fusion of molten basalt (80 
cal/g). 

The steady state thermal structure was calculated using fi- 
nite difference approximations with the distribution of grid 
points shown in Figure 8a. The isotherms of the resulting 
thermal structure for a half spreading rate of 10 mm/yr are 
shown in Figure 8b. As inferred from the depth of oceanic 
intraplate seismicity [Bergman and Solomon, 1984; Weins 
and Stein, 1984], the bottom of the plate should correspond 
to a 600ø-700øC isotherm. Even at this slow spreading rate, 
the plate thickness on the ridge axis is significantly less 
than the crustal thickness. Seismicity at 8-kin depths be- 
neath the ridge axis [Tooracy et al., 1985] would not be ex- 
pected on the basis of this model. 

Hydrothermal convection of seawater through permeable 
oceanic crust is widely recognized as an important mecha- 
nism of heat transfer, particularly in young oceanic crust. 
Hydrothermal cooling is one obvious explanation for a nar- 
rower magma chamber on fast spreading ridges [Lewis and 
Garmany, 1982; McClain et al., 1985; Detrick et al., 1986] 
than would be expected based on thermal models [Sleep, 
1975; Kuznir, 1980]. Several studies of hydrothermal con- 
vection in a permeable crustal layer have been reported 
[Ribando et al., 1976; Fehn and Cathles, 1979; Fehn et al. 
1983]. However, a recent study by Morton and Sleep [1985] 
appears to be the only previous study which addresses the 
effect of hydrothermal cooling on the large-scale thermal 
structure of a spreading center. Representing hydrothermal 
cooling as a prescribed distribution of heat sinks within the 
upper crust, the heat sink distribution was constrained by 
requiring that the 1185øC isotherm in the models match 2- 

to 3-kin-deep seismic reflections interpreted to be the top of 
a magma chamber. 

In the following models, to examine the effects of hy- 
drothermal cooling in a simple way, heat transfer due to hy- 
drothermal convection is represented as an increased thermal 
conductivity. The ordinary thermal conductivity is enhanced 
by a factor Nu, the Nusselt number for hydrothermal convec- 
tion in a permeable layer. Rock at a temperature greater 
than 400øC or at a depth greater than 6 km is assumed to be 
impermeable because it cannot support open fractures. Since 
water as hot as 400øC discharges from vents on the seafloor, 
this a minimum value of the maximum temperature of rock 
through which water must circulate. Studies of the Samall 
Ophiolite [Gregory and Taylor, 1981] indicate that sub- 
solidus oxygen isotope exchange with seawater occurred 
primarily within the upper 5-6 km of the ophiolite, thus 
giving an estimate of the maximum depth of water penetra- 
tion. 

The thermal models in Figures 8c and 8d were calculated 
for Nu=3 and 10, respectively, with the same slow spreading 
rate as in Figure 8b. With Nu=3 the lithosphere, defined by 
the 600øC isotherm, at the ridge axis remains thinner than 
the crust. However, with Nu=10, the lithosphere is clearly 
thicker than the crust and generally consistent with depth of 
seismicity observed at the Mid-Atlantic Ridge. The plate 
thickens by about 3 km over a distance of 10 km from the 
ridge axis. This thickening of the plate with distance from 
the ridge axis is sufficient for plate extension to contribute 
significantly to ridge axis topography on slow spreading 
ridges. For a faster half spreading rate of 50 mm/yr and 
Nu=10, the lithosphere at the ridge axis remains much 
thinner than the crust as shown in Figure 8e. 

Based on studies of the relationship between Rayleigh 
number and Nusselt number (cf. Combarnous, 1978, Figure 
4), a Nusselt number of 10 for hydrothermal convection in a 
6 km thick layer requires a permeability of about 4x10 -16 
m 2, with other values of thermodynamic and transport prop- 
erties appropriate for water and water-saturated rock in the 
oceanic crust. Permeability has been inferred or measured in 
several Deep Sea Drilling Project (DSDP) holes [Anderson 
and Zoback, 1982; Hickman et al., 1984]. However, the 
only in situ measurement of permeability at a depth greater 
than about 600 m in the oceanic crust was obtained at DSDP 

hole 504B in crust 6.5 m.y. old, several hundred kilometers 
away from the axis of the Costa Rica Rift on the Galapagos 
Spreading Center [Anderson and Zoback, 1982]. The mea- 
sured permeability decreases with depth to a value of 10 -17 
m 2 at depths greater than 500 m. This low value would not 
account for hydrothermal convective heat transfer with a 
Nusselt number as large as 10. However, near the ridge axis 
where active faulting and cracking associated with rapid 
cooling occur [Lister, 1974], it is not unreasonable to ex- 
pect larger permeabilities. Further from the axis, cooling 
cracks and inactive faults are likely to have been filled by 
hydrothermally deposited minerals. 

Thus, if hydrothermal cooling can account for a relatively 
thick plate near the axis of a slow spreading ridge, the re- 
sults of the present study suggest that horizontal exten- 
sional stresses in a strong plate near the axis of a slow 
spreading ridge may explain the formation of the axial val- 
ley. The transport of magma through the strong mantle 
layer is a question of obvious importance that is not directly 
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Fig. 8. Mid-ocean ridge thermal structure in a vertical cross section perpendicular to the spreading axis including the 
effect of hydrothermal cooling. Streamlines of the flow fiold (Figure 8a) correspond to horizontal motion of crust 
eraplaced on the ridge axis and mantle flow due to plate spreading, like that in Figure 4a, beneath the crust. Grid spacing 
used in finite difference calculations is shown by tick marks along the sides of the region. Isotherms (Figures 8b-8f) are at 
temperature intervals of 100øC. Magmatic accretion of the crust on the ridge axis is represented by a heat source that 
extends to the bottom of the crust. (The base of the crust is shown by the solid horizontal line.) Lithosphere, 
corresponding to material with a temperature below 600øC, is shaded. Hydrothermal cooling is represented as the ordinary 
thermal conductivity enhanced by a constant factor Nu representing the Nusselt number for hydrothermal convective 
cooling. Isotherms are shown for a 10-mm/yr half-spreading rate ridge with Nu=l (Figure 8b), 3 (Figure 8c), and 10 
(Figure 8d) and a crustal thickness of 6 km. Isotherms are shown for a 10-mm/yr half-spreading rate ridge with Nu=10 
(Figure 8e) and a crustal thickness of 12 kin; and for a 50-mm/yr half-spreading rate ridge with Nu=10 (Figure 8f) and a 
crustal thickness of 6 km. See text for further discussion. 

(f) 
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addressed by the simple models presented above. This may 
explain episodicity of the spreading process and possibly 
the large difference in frequency of episodicity inferred for 
fast and slow spreading ridges [cf. Macdonald, 1982]. 
Magma generated in the upwelling mantle beneath the ridge 
axis may episodically penetrate the strong plate at the ridge 
axis in cracklike bodies resulting in periods of reduced ex- 
tensional stress in the plate near the ridge axis. As shown 
in Figure 1, volcanism at a ridge axis is restricted to a 1- to 
2-km-wide neovolcanic zone that is much narrower than the 

width of the axial valley and the region of plate extension. 
If plate extension is to create the stress-supported axial val- 
ley, it is sufficient for a continuous strong plate to exist 
most of the time. During times that magma penetration 
weakens the plate in a narrow zone at the ridge axis, hori- 
zontal extension of the plate outside this region will stop. 
If the plate behaved as a simple viscous material, the axial 
valley topography would tend to relax during such times of 
reduced horizontal extension or stress. However, because 

the axial valley is produced by faulting, if stresses due to 
axial valley topography alone are insufficient to cause slip 
on faults then the axial valley topography will remain 
frozen-in during these periods of reduced horizontal stress. 
In our idealized models, stresses due to axial topography are 
insufficient to cause yielding of the plastic plate. This ex- 
pected freezing-in of topography is consistent with the ob- 
servation that extinct slow spreading ridges in the Labrador 
Sea [Kristoffersen and Talwani, 1977], the northeastern At- 
lantic Ocean [Talwani and Eldholm, 1977], and the Coral Sea 
[Watts, 1982] preserve their axial valley morphology and 
associated gravity anomalies. After extension stopped, the 
frozen-in topography should be supported by elastic 
strength of the plate as suggested by Watts [1982]. 

An axial valley that is created by viscous flow in a ridge 
axis conduit should disappear after spreading stops. The re- 
laxation time required for seafloor elevation at the top of a 

ridge axis conduit to adjust to changes in pressure within the 
conduit is 121xH/Apgd •, where H is the conduit height, d is 
the conduit width, Ap is seafloor rock-water density differ- 
ence, and I.t is the as theno sphere viscosity [cf. Phipps Mor- 
gan and Parmentier, 1985]. The depth of the axial valley at 
a half spreading rate U is õ--12•tUH2/Apgd 3 [cf. Parmentier 
and Forsyth, 1985] so that the relaxation time becomes 
simply õd/HU. For a conduit with H=30 km and d=10 km 
(Lachenbruch, 1973), an initially 1-km-deep axial depres- 
sion at a half spreading rate of 10 mm/yr will relax in ap- 
proximately 3x104 years. The axial valley due to such a 
ridge axis conduit would be well preserved between spreading 
episodes occurring each 104 years. However, preservation 
of the axial valley after spreading stops would require cool- 
ing and strengthening of mantle material in the ridge axis 
conduit. The time H2/4•c for conductive cooling to penetrate 
to a depth H is approximately 8xl 06 years for H=30 km 
and •c=l mm2/s. Even if the upper 5-6 km of the oceanic 
lithosphere near the ridge axis were rapidly cooled by hy- 
drothermal convection, this cooling time would remain 
longer than the relaxation time. It therefore appears un- 
likely that topography produced by a ridge axis conduit 
would be preserved after spreading stops. If the plate 
thickness increases more gradually with distance from the 
ridge axis, as in Figure 3c, the relaxation time for topogra- 
phy supported by mantle flow stresses in a uniform viscos- 

ity halfspace is approximately 4n•t/ApgL, where L is the 
width of the axial valley. With L=30 km and I.t=1020 Pa s 
(1021 P), as required for mantle flow stresses to produce a 1- 
kin-deep axial valley, the relaxation time is 6x104 years. 

Clearly, the mechanisms producing the episodic character 
of spreading require further study. However, axial valley 
formation by horizontal extensional stresses in a strong 
plate that deforms by faulting is consistent with episodic 
spreading and with the preservation of axial topography on 
extinct ridges. 

The axial structure of mid-ocean ridges depends strongly 
on spreading rate. However, axial structure is also clearly 
influenced by factors other than the spreading rate. In the 
vicinity of hot spots where ridge axes are much shallower 
than normal, an axial valley may not be present even at 
slow spreading rates. The Reykjanes Ridge is an often cited 
example. In contrast, at the Australian-Antarctic Discor- 
dance, a deeper than normal section of the intermediate 
spreading rate Australian-Antarctic Ridge, the ridge has a 
well-defined axial valley that is not present on adjacent sec- 
tions which are at a more normal depth [Weissel and Hayes, 
1974; Forsyth et al., 1987]. Ridge axes also deepen sys- 
tematically approaching a transform fault, and the axial val- 
ley becomes correspondingly more pronounced. This corre- 
lation of ridge axis structure with seafloor depth may be ex- 
plained by the relative rates of magmatic heat input associ- 
ated with crustal formation. In areas where the crustal pro- 
duction rate is low, the seafloor is deep, the magmatic heat 
input at the ridge axis is low, and the plate is thicker than 
normal for that spreading rate. The thicker, and therefore 
stronger, plate will result in a more pronounced axial valley. 
In contrast, areas of high crustal production will be shal- 
lower and will have higher magmatic heat input and there- 
fore thinner ridge axis lithosphere with an axial structure 
characteristic of a faster spreading rate. This is shown by 
the example in Figure 8f, where the crustal thickness is dou- 
ble that in Figure 8d while all other parameters of the ther- 
mal model remain the same. The lithosphere thickness at 
the ridge axis was approximately halved by doubling the 
crustal thickness. For a lithosphere at brittle failure with a 
frictional strength proportional to depth, halving the litho- 
sphere thickness would decrease the horizontal force and 
moment by a factor of 4. For a normal crustal thickness at 
slow spreading rates, as shown in the example of Figure 8d, 
a significant part of the ridge axis lithosphere will consist 
of mantle peridotite rather than crustal gabbro. The lower 
ductile flow strength of gabbro relative to peridotite [Chen 
and Morgan, 1987] would increase the ridge axis weakening 
effect caused by thickening the crust. 

SUMMARY 

Axial topography and associated gravity anomalies pro- 
vide an important constraint on the thermal and mechanical 
structure of spreading centers. Observed gravity anomalies 
indicate that the axial topography at slow spreading ridges 
cannot be isostatically compensated at depths as shallow as 
6 km and therefore cannot be simply explained by crustal 
thickness variations. In this study, several mechanisms for 
the creation of axial topography at mid-ocean ridges that is 
supported by stresses within a strong plate near the ridge 
axis or the flowing mantle beneath it have been examined. 
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The relative importance of mantle and lithosphere deforma- 
tion on axial topography has been explored using elemen- 
tary solutions for viscous flow problems and simple thermal 
models. The relatively low relief of fast spreading ridges 
and the pronounced axial valley on slow spreading ridges are 
the principal features that need to be explained by such first- 
order models. 

A narrow, vertical steady-state conduit through which vis- 
cous asthenosphere rises on the ridge axis is an appealingly 
simple and frequently cited explanation for the presence of 
an axial valley on slow spreading ridges. However, the 
temperature field associated with flow in a narrow conduit 
does not correspond to an assumed steep-walled conduit, but 
instead has the form of a thermal boundary layer, with 
nearly horizontal isotherms, that thickens gradually with 
distance from the ridge axis. Thus if a steady-state ridge 
axis conduit does exist, the strength difference between as- 
thenosphere and conduit walls must be attributed to a signif- 
icant strength reduction due to the presence of partial melt 
in the rising asthenosphere, by an increased strength of de- 
pleted residual mantle forming the conduit walls, or by some 
other, nonthermally controlled mechanism. 

Mantle flow due to plate accretion and melt segregation 
can produce axial-valley-like topography. However, a man- 
tle viscosity beneath the spreading center on the order of 
1020 Pa s (1021 P) is required for these mechanisms to con- 
tribute significantly to the kilometer-scale relief present on 
slow spreading ridges. In the absence of plate accretion and 
extension near the ridge axis, mantle flow due to plate 
spreading alone makes no contribution to the topography. 
This suggests that several previously considered kinematic 
models based on this mechanism do not adequately explain 
the axial valley. 

Horizontal extensional stresses in a strong, brittle litho- 
sphere that thickens with distance from the ridge axis can 
produce an axial-valley-like topography with relief compa- 
rable to that observed. Using a continuum idealization of 
deformation due to faulting, the axial valley width is con- 
trolled by the plate thickness. A 10-km-thick brittle plate 
near the ridge axis would produce a 40-km-wide axial valley 
as observed on slow spreading ridges. Microseismicity, im- 
plying brittle plate deformation, has been observed to 
depths of 8 km at a slow spreading ridge. Based on accepted 
values for sliding friction on faults, a plate that thickens by 
as little as several kilometers within the width of the axial 

valley can produce kilometer-scale relief. 
For a transition from strong brittle to weaker ductile de- 

formation that occurs at a relatively constant temperature, 
the thickness of the plate near a ridge axis is thermally 
controlled. Thermal models which consider horizontal 

spreading of magmatically accreted crust on the ridge axis 
and upwelling mantle flow beneath the axis due to plate 
spreading predict a plate thickness near the ridge axis that is 
thinner than the crust even at slow spreading rates. How- 
ever, including the effect of hydrothermal cooling, repre- 
sented simply as an enhanced thermal conductivity, a plate 
thickness of 8 km can be reasonably predicted. These mod- 
els show that it is reasonable to expect the plate to thicken 
by at least several kilometers over a horizontal distance of 
10 km from the ridge axis. If so, horizontal extensional 
stresses in lithosphere near the ridge axis can explain both 
the form and the amplitude of axial valley topography at 

slow spreading ridges. The same mechanism will operate at 
fast spreading ridges, but the plate thickness at the ridge 
axis, as predicted by our models, should be small enough 
that the horizontal force in the plate is too small to produce 
appreciable ridge axis relief. 
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